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Behind the data
Blogging about science
The academic community has taken blogging by storm in recent years, with a third of
scientists now reading or writing blogs. Research Trends reviews the most popular to
find out how researchers are using blogs to spread their ideas and build communities.
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Research trends
The mobile lab
Worldwide uptake of mobile technology has been phenomenal and now sophisticated
mobile apps are bringing all kinds of information to users’ fingertips. The academic
community has emerged as an early adopter of mobile apps, Research Trends reports.
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Country trends
Tending the GM garden: does public interest fertilize or poison
the field?
Public interest in a scientific field can be a double-edged sword, attracting both good
and bad publicity. Research Trends investigates the effects of positive and negative
public opinion on the highly controversial, and often polarizing, issue of genetically
modified crops.
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Expert opinion
Creating your own destiny

To some people, success seems to come easily, and Professor Dennis Weber is one of
those people. Through playing to his strengths and making sure he enjoys everything
he does, Weber has made his own opportunities and success.
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People Focus
15 minutes of fame

There are many ways to raise your profile, and a television appearance, reaching
potentially many thousands, will certainly get your name out there. However, is this
audience likely to contain researchers who might cite your work? Research Trends
investigates the effect of broadcasting your research on citations.
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